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Expectations

• Do we need to enhance GW inference? 

• What is likelihood-free/simulation-based inference? 

• Marginal neural ratio estimation?  

• Current status and the near future. 

• Outlook + MMA applications



Data and the bane of dimensionality
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Figure 1: Predicted BNS ranges for LVKC detectors. Credit: Abbott et al. Prospects for observing and localizing gravitational-wave 
transients with Advanced LIGO, Advanced Virgo and KAGRA. Living Rev Relativ 23, 3 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1007/

s41114-020-00026-9



Is MNRE the answer?
• No likelihood, no problem?


• We compute marginal posteriors  where  represents the 

parameters of interest.


•  :  are the nuisance parameters.




• Scalable into higher dimensions without loss of generality.
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Figure 2: Reconstructed GW (4D    )ℒ





Walkthrough: Basis

Simulations 
(  strains using lalsuite waveform generators and 

lalsim approximants. )

 

h+, h×
NN : training over several 

epochs
Add noise Trained model. 

Ready for 
inference!

PDFs

  for  samples𝒪(s) ∼ 𝒪(107)



1D Marginals

Figure 3a: 1D marginals for chirp mass obtained 
using TMNRE and ptemcee on the same BBH 

signal.

Figure 3b: 1D marginals for luminosity distance 
obtained using TMNRE and ptemcee on the same 

BBH signal.

Figure 3c: 1D marginals for coalescence time 
obtained using TMNRE and ptemcee on the same 

BBH signal.



Discussion points
• Summary: 

• SBI offers a faster, more-rigorous way of GW parameter inference.


• Especially helpful with intractable likelihoods and high dimensional parameter spaces.


• Aid as a powerful sampler for verifying traditional sampling methods.


• NRE methods can be amortised and are network agnostic (  sampling time to obtain posteriors).


• Optimal for future LVKC runs and associated multi-messenger observations.


• Future work: 

• Rapid inference w.r.t associated EM observations.


• Analytically (highly) intractable scenarios. 


• References: 

• Simulation-efficient marginal posterior estimation with swyft: stop wasting your precious time. Miller, et al. (https://

arxiv.org/abs/2011.13951)


• Lightning-Fast Gravitational Wave Parameter Inference through Neural Amortisation. Delaunoy et al. (https://arxiv.org/
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